Measures of phonation type in Hmong.
This study examines measures of glottal flow for vowels of Hmong, a Southeast Asian language which uses breathy and normal phonation contrastively. A software inverse filter was used to recover glottal airflow from oral airflow recordings. Properties of glottal flow measured in the time domain were glottal pulse symmetry and relative closed-phase duration. In the frequency domain, measures of spectral tilt and the amplitude difference between F0 and H2 were applied to discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) of the glottal flow waveforms. Spectral tilt could not be reliably measured for many tokens. For the other measures, values were available for all tokens and were compared across phonation types. Flow pulse symmetry is not significantly different for breathy and normal-voice vowels. On the other hand, prominence of the fundamental relative to the second harmonic is a very significant correlate of the breathy/normal distinction, as is the relative closed-phase duration. These results are considered in light of an existing model of the voice source.